Participation of the area postrema in learned aversions induced by body rotation.
Existing data on the effects of area postrema (AP) lesions on body rotation-induced emesis as well as on the participation of this zone in the acquisition of taste aversion learning (TAL) with other emetic agents suggest a possible role for the AP in learned aversions induced by body rotation. Nevertheless, earlier studies have shown that AP lesions do not prevent learned aversions induced by body rotation. The present experiments were performed in male Wistar rats in order to explore the effects of AP lesions on body rotation-induced flavor aversions as a function of the paradigm employed. Flavor aversions were induced by 30 min of circular body rotation (90 r.p.m.) using two different paradigms: a standard one including one trial learning, delay and single stimulus test and a three trials paradigm (with and without interstimulus delay) including both single stimulus test and choice test. AP lesions disrupt acquisition provided that the paradigm used includes interstimulus delay, i.e. when body rotation is applied 15 min after flavor intake. However, the AP seems to play no essential role when body rotation is applied immediately after flavor intake in a three-trial paradigm, as no effects were observed following AP lesions. In addition, subdiaphragmatic vagotomy plus simultaneous AP lesions leads to no interference in the acquisition of learned aversions induced by body rotation applied immediately after intake. It is concluded that body rotation may trigger a variety of aversive effects capable of inducing learned aversions, each apparently involving independent neural systems.